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The first thing to know about DJ Marfox is that he’s so influential in his
native Lisbon that many of the city’s other DJs have taken on “-fox” in
their names as tribute. He’s a pioneer of batida, a fusion of various
African dance styles that immigrants from former Portuguese colonies
brought to Lisbon; his DJs Do Guetto crew is credited with the first batida
release (Vol. 1, from 2006), and he made the debut record for batida’s
core label Príncipe Discos (Eu Sei Quem Sou, from 2011).

It’s safe to say the 27-year-old enjoys a position in his hometown similar
to the one DJ Rashad enjoyed in the Chicago footwork scene before his
death in 2014—maybe even more vaunted (“they’re going to build a
fucking statue of this guy,” says Príncipe Discos boss Pedro Gomes).
Like Rashad’s, Marfox’s music might play as underwhelming to those
expecting a completely alien sound from batida. Towards the end of his life, Rashad flirted with trap, and some of his
beats don’t even play as footwork. Marfox’s style is still distinctly batida, but it has increasingly taken on signifiers
Americans might recognize as EDM—that is to say, buildups and drops.

Chapa Quente (“hot plate”) is his most EDM-leaning work yet. It’d be inaccurate to call it purist, but it’s also far from
a sellout move. The equipment still sounds cheap and the beats are still blurry and unpredictable. Someone who’s
never heard batida might find this stuff bizarre, but to those who’ve heard the genre’s most out-there works—DJ
Nigga Fox’s O Meu Estilo, DJ Firmeza’s Alma Do Meu Pai—Chapa Quente might sound milquetoast.

There’s no mistaking the intro of “Cobra Preta” for anything but a buildup. We’ve heard that exact drum pattern in
everything from Deadmau5 to the Black Eyed Peas. A bit weirder is the record-skipping thing that happens twice on
“Unsound,” but it nonetheless works like a classic build. Batida tracks are often freewheeling and linear, intended
more to whip the listener into a frenzy or lull them into a trance rather than to cultivate moments of communal
ecstasy as EDM does. The interplay between soft and loud on the tracks here make them a lot more conducive to
those big-room moments where everyone’s jumping up and down with fists in the air.

The most intriguing tracks here are “2685” and “Tarraxo Everyday.” The former is Marfox’s most meticulously sound-
designed piece yet, looping a ticklish flute in a way that makes it seem to bounce up and down uncontrollably like a
jack-in-the-box. The latter departs from batida entirely, riding a Dembow rhythm of the sort used in reggaeton. This
isn’t the first time he’s worked in this style; he used the same beat on “Heartbeat” from his previous EP Lucky
Punch. But the sound design has improved by leaps and bounds. It’s almost ambient, revolving around a soft synth
lead, and it’d honestly work pretty well on a chill-out playlist next to, say, Bonobo.

The other two tracks, “Kassumbula” and “B 18,” are pretty typical batida tracks, the former based around a wobbly
synth lead and the latter eschewing melody except for a bit of thumb piano. They’re not bad, but they’re the same
sort of thing he’s been making since he was a teenager, and they can’t help but feel like filler now that we know
Marfox can do so much more.

Marfox’s style has lost nothing in the transition to a more populist, EDM-indebted style, and it’s difficult to imagine
people even in the anti-commercial batida scene crying sellout. In fact, there’s no reason Marfox shouldn’t keep
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going in this direction. If Marfox’s desires were really commercial, he’d be on a bigwig label like Warp or Hyperdub
by now instead of staying on Príncipe. He’s surely gotten a few offers. I mean, they’re gonna build a statue of the
guy.
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